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ABSTRACT

Comprising 56 square miles in the Carson Range of the

northern Tahoe Basin, the Mount Rose 7.5 minute quadrangle

lies at the boundary between the Sierra Nevada lithologic

province and the Great Basin structural province.

Continuing population growth and development in the northern

Tahoe Basin has provided the need for a geological database

from which decisions concerning future growth and

development can be better made.

A geologic map of the quadrangle has been produced, at

a scale of 1:24,000. The geologic units may be divided into

five groups: (1) Triassic and Jurassic metasedimentary and

metavolcanic rocks, (2) Cretaceous plutonic rocks of quartz

monzonitic and granitic composition, (3) andesitic lava

flows, intrusives, pyroclastics, and volcaniclastics of the

Kate Peak Formation of Middle and Upper Miocene age, (4)

basaltic lava flows and intrusives of Upper Pliocene and

Pleistocene age, and (5) unconsolidated glacial, alluvial,

and lacustrine sediments of Quaternary age.

The horst and graben topography of the study area is a

result of extensional tectonic processes operating over the

last 4 million years, and which continue to operate today.

Late-Quaternary fault-scarps, and associated seismicity,

attest to this active tectonism.

iii

Near the shore of Lake
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Tahoe, in the town of Incline Village, the newly defined

Incline Village Fault is expressed by a 10 meter fault-scarp

which probably represents the subaerial extension of a major

fault on the floor of Lake Tahoe. Stratigraphic and

geomorphic relationships suggest the last episode of ground-

rupturing along the Incline Village Fault occurred less than

35,000 ybp, and probably between 2,000 and 12,000 ybp.

A geologic hazards map of the quadrangle has been

produced, at a scale of 1:24,000. Hazards posed by seismic

activity, landsliding, and flooding have been identified.

Areas prone to frequent snow-avalanching have also been

identified, but are not included on the geologic hazards

map.

The results of this research should provide a

geological foundation for future research, planning, and

development in the Mount Rose quadrangle.

iv
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INTRODUCTION

Location and Physiography

The Mount Rose 7.5 minute quadrangle, comprising 56

square miles in northwestern Nevada, lies 0.1 km north of

Lake Tahoe (figure 1). Situated in the high Carson Range,

the area is located at the boundary between the Sierra

Nevada lithologic province and the Great Basin structural

province. The average elevation of the quadrangle is

approximately 8,000 feet, ranging from a low elevation of

6320 feet along the shoreline of Lake Tahoe, to a maximum

elevation of 10,776 feet at the summit of Mount Rose.

The waters of Lake Tahoe flow northward from the outlet

at Tahoe City as the Truckee River, eventually emptying into

Pyramid Lake, a Pleistocene remnant of Lake Lahontan. Lake

Tahoe occupies a large graben, produced by normal faulting

associated with regional extensional tectonism.

The Sierra Nevada forms the horst-block to the west of

Lake Tahoe, while the Carson Range forms the horst-block on

the eastern side. The floor of Lake Tahoe tilts gently

northward and is at the same approximate elevation as the

Carson Valley 10 miles to the east of the lake. The waters

of Lake Tahoe are contained by a large Tertiary volcanic

pile concentrated along the northern and northwestern

shorelines of the lake. In addition to the accumulation of
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Figure 1. Location and physiography of the Mount Rose 7.5
minute quadrangle. Dotted pattern encloses areas
above 7,000 feet.
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a volcanic pile, the waters of the lake are confined at the

northern end of the basin by northeasterly trending en

echelon normal faults produced by left-lateral shearing of

the western, range-bounding faults (Latham, 1985).

The Carson Range crest trends northeastward within the

quadrangle, forming an irregular drainage divide (figure

2). Waters are carried southward from the divide to Lake

Tahoe by First Creek, Second Creek, Third Creek, and Incline

Creek; waters are carried north and eastward by Galena

Creek, Bronco Creek, Ophir Creek, Franktown Creek, and Grey

Creek. The Mount Rose quadrangle is uninhabited in areas

above 8400 feet. In lower elevations, development is

concentrated around the town of Incline Village, on the

shore of Lake Tahoe. A small community on the shore of

Incline Lake constitutes the only other population

concentration in the quadrangle.

Access in the lower elevations is confined to major

thoroughfares, while in the higher, mountainous regions

access is restricted to old logging roads and hiking

trails. Locally, hills lopes in the 6800' to 8800' altitude

range are heavily forested.

Scope and Purpose

Unlike the rest of the Lake Tahoe basin, the northern
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Figure 2. A view of Lake Tahoe looking south from the crest
of the Carson Range above Incline Lake. Rock in
the foreground is Cretaceous quartz monzonite.
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portion has not reached its practical growth limits.

Population growth and commercial development has been

continuous since the early 1960's, although legislation

passed in 1987 will limit growth and development of the

basin until the year 2000. Future commercial development in

the Mount Rose quadrangle will include the construction and

expansion of new and existing ski areas. In addition, the

construction of a major casino and resort project near Mount

Rose has also been proposed. Despite the growth and

development of the northern Tahoe Basin, the geological

database is inadequate. Previous geologic investigations of

the Mount Rose quadrangle have been of a regional nature.

Recent mapping just south of the Mount Rose quadrangle,

along the shore of Lake Tahoe, has revealed the presence of

Late-Quaternary fault-scarps (Grose, 1986). The

significance of these and other geologic hazards has not

been sufficiently investigated.

The purpose of this study is to construct a geological

database for the Mount Rose 7.5 minute quadrangle. The

geology has been mapped (at a scale 1;24,000) and

interpreted. Neotectonic features (Late-Quaternary faults

and folds (?» have been identified and age relationships

have been determined. A geologic hazard map has been

produced for the study area (plate II). Geologic hazards
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posed by seismic activity, landsliding, flooding, and snow

avalanching have been identified and factors contributing to

their existence have been postulated.

The results of this research should provide a geologic

foundation for future research, planning, and development in

the Mount Rose 7.5 minute quadrangle.

Previous Work
Although the geology of the Tahoe Basin has been

extensively studied on a regional scale, there have been no

geological investigations in the Mount Rose 7.5 minute

quadrangle at scales larger than 1:62,500. The evolution of

the geologic database in the Mount Rose area and surrounding

regions is briefly reviewed in the following discussion.

Geologic Investigations·
Geologic interest in the Tahoe Basin began in the

1850's, with the discovery of vast silver deposits of the

Comstock Load, 12 miles east of the study area. Early

workers attempted to explain the peculiar variety of altered

rock, then termed propylite, which was commonly associated

with the silver deposits (Becker, 1882; King, 1870).

Lingren (1897) mapped the Truckee quadrangle to the

west of the study area and his data are still presented, in
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revised form, on the geologic map of California (Burnett and

Jennings, 1962). Smith (1912) first described the

relationship of the Tertiary volcanic rocks in the region to

the underlying intrusive granitic rocks. The basic volcanic

stratigraphy of the region was further refined by Gianella

(1936), Calkins (1944), Calkins and Thayer (1945), and

Brannock, et al. (1945).

The structural geology of the region was first

described by Russell (1885). Louderback (1903, 1907) and

Lingren (1897, 1911) disagreed on timing of major structural

displacements, Lingren regarding the major movements to

have occurred prior to Tertiary volcanism, whereas

Louderback considered most of the movement to have taken

place earlier than the Plio-Pleistocene Lousetown Formation

of Thayer (1937). Reid (1911) regarded the ranges of the

Sierra Nevada to be made up of small blocks. Anderson

(1909) was the first to recognize the existence of faults

which dip toward the ranges (antithetic faults) in the

eastern Carson Range. He also recognized the role of

differential erosion in the transition between the gentle

ridges of the Basin and Range province and the steep

mountains of the Carson Range.

Blackwelder (1931) pioneered the study of Sierra

Nevadan glaciology, and his terminology is still widely used
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today. Later workers have refined the glacial stratigraphy

and studied the geomorphology and Quaternary geology of the

area, including Birkeland (1961, 1963, 1964, 1966, 1968),

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (1971), Hyne et a1. (1972),

Birkeland and Janda (1971), Birkeland et al. (1979), Burke

and Birkeland (1979), and Shroba and Birkeland (1982).

By far the most comprehensive study of the geology of

the Mount Rose quadrangle was the regional study of Thompson

and White (1964). As a result of their study, the general

regional stratigraphy, structure, and petrology are well

established. In addition, age relationships between

geologic units were refined by their work. A geologic map

of the Mount Rose 15 minute quadrangle (scale ~ 1:62,500) is

included with the results of their research (the Mount Rose

7.5 minute quadrangle, mapped during this research, is the

southwestern 1/4 of the Mount Rose 15 minute quadrangle).

In more recent years, geologic map coverage of the
northern Tahoe Basin has become more complete. In a

regional study of the entire Tahoe Basin, Burnett (1971),

and Burnett and Matthews (1971), compiled the geology of the

basin at a scale of 1: 125,000. Bordering the Mount Rose

quadrangle to the east, Tabor and Ellen (1975), and Tabor et

al. (1978) mapped the geology and geologic hazards of the

Washoe City 7.5 minute quadrangle at a scale of 1:24,000.
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Grose (1985, 1986) mapped the geology of the Glenbrook and

Marlette Lake 7.5 minute quadrangles, in the northeastern

and eastern portions of the basin, at a scale of 1: 24,000.

Geophysical Investigations

There is very little geophysical data available for the

Mount Rose 7.5 minute quadrangle. Thompson and Sandberg

(1958) completed a gravity survey which includes the

southeastern portion of the study area, across Little

Valley, and offered some structural intepretations. A

regional seismotectonic study of the Tahoe-Truckee area was

completed by Hawkins et al. (1986).

Research Methodology

The general methodology used in conducting this

research is outlined below. Methods used to address

specific problems will be discussed in detail in the

appropriate section.

Field Work

Field work was conducted in the summer of 1987. The

geology of the study area was mapped, at a scale of

1:24,000, using pocket transit and a topographic base (Plate

1). The identification of surficial geologic and hydrologic
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features was aided through the use of color infrared aerial

photography (scale - 1:29,000).

Neotectonic features, primarily Late-Quaternary fault-

scarps, were identified and located on the geologic map.

Fault-scarps were profiled, for relative dating purposes,

using a pocket transit. Similarly, geologic hazards and

their associated deposits were identified and located on the

geologic hazards map.

Rock samples were collected in the field for

petrographic analysis and numerical dating purposes.

Weathering rinds on andesitic stones in glacial moraines and

outwash deposits were measured in the field, for relative

and numerical dating purposes, using a 10-power hand-lens

and a scale incremented to a.Imm.

Laboratory Research

Laboratory research was conducted in the fall of 1987.

Rock samples collected in the field were examined under the

petrographic microscope for classification purposes and to

aid in the remediation of field problems. See appendix A

for a complete petrographic description of each sample.

Clay minerals from altered volcanic ash beds and

bleached volcanic units were identified using x-ray

diffraction methods (XRD) at the Colorado School of Mines.
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The clay minerals were deflocculated, separated by settling,

and isolated in a centrifuge. Each sample was analyzed

twice; once untreated and once expanded using polar organic

compounds (ethylene-glycol).

Recent seismicity data, including earthquake hypocenter

location, magnitude, and depth, were obtained from the

University of Nevada-Reno neotectonic information center.

Earthquake hypocenter locations were plotted on the geologic

map, and earthquake frequency and magnitude data were used

to help define seismic hazards of the Mount Rose 7.5 minute

quadrangle. The detailed methodology for the geologic

hazard assessment is given in part 3 of this thesis.
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PART I

GEOLOGY OF THE MOUNT ROSE 7.5 MINUTE QUADRANGLE

12
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INTRODUCTION

The geology of the Mount Rose quadrangle has been

mapped at a scale of 1:24,000 (plate 1). The geologic units

in the Mount Rose quadrangle are subdivided into five main

groups (figure 3): (1) Triassic and Jurassic metasedimentary

and metavolcanic rocks, (2) Cretaceous plutonic rocks of

quartz monzonitic and granitic composition, (3) Middle and

Upper Miocene andesitic lava flows, intrusives,

pyroclastics, and volcaniclastics of the Kate Peak

Formation, (4) basaltic lava flows and intrusives of Upper

Pliocene and Pleistocene age, and (5) Quaternary glacial,

lacustrine, and alluvial deposits.

MESOZOIC METASEDIMENTARY AND METAVOLCANIC ROCKS

The oldest rocks in the study area consist of low-to

medium-grade biotite schist, calc-silicate schist, semi-

schist, and hornfels derived from original protoliths of

greywacke, calcareous greywacke, and intrusive (?) volcanic

rocks. Textural analyses indicate two primary stages of

metamorphism: (1) dynamic metamorphism producing weak to

strong textural foliations, and 2) overprinting of

dynamically produced textures with granoblastic, contact

metamorphic fabrics.
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Figure 3. A generalized stratigraphic column of the Mount
Rose quadrangle.
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Most of the metasedimentary rocks have been dynamically

metamorphosed to the greenschist and amphibolite facies, as

evidenced by moderate to strong schistosity and the presence

of metamorphic minerals such as cordierite, tremolite,
biotite, and chlorite (see appendix A, samples 14, 17)

Thompson and White (1964), report the presence of

sillmanite, andalusite, and garnet in addition to these

minerals. Near the contact with the granitic pluton, the

dynamic fabrics are overprinted by contact metamorphic

fabrics of the hornfels facies. Some of the metasedimentary

and metavolcanic rocks, however, were subjected only to
contact metamorphism and display relict bedding and

blastoporphyritic textures, indicating that the protoliths

were subjected to little or no dynamic metamorphism (see

appendix A, samples 17, 28).

The presence of highly aluminous metamorphic minerals

such as cordierite, biotite, and chlorite (as well as

possible garnet, andalusite and sillmanite) indicates that

the protoliths of the metasedimentary rocks were at least

mildly pelitic (e.g. greywacke). In addition, the presence

of calcite and tremolite in the rocks on the western side of

Slide Mountain (T17N, R19E, center sec. 30) indicates that

some of the sediments were calcareous.

Thompson and White (1964) mapped extensive areas of
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metavolcanic rocks to the east of the study area. The

metavolcanic rocks have been interpreted to be at least

partly contemporaneous with the metasedimentary rocks, based

on conformable stratigraphic relationships observed to the

east of the study area (Thompson and White, 1964, Tabor and

Ellen, 1975). Metamorphosed intrusive (7) dacite was

recognized at a single locality 2 km east of Mount Rose

during this study (T17N, R19E, n 1/2 sec. 18). The

contemporaneity of the metavolcanic and metasedimentary

rocks was further shown by Grose (1986), who mapped

metamorphosed tuffs and lava flows of silicic to

intermediate composition, along with metamorphosed volcanic

conglomerates, 7 km south of the study area.

Age Relationships and Deformation History

Age relationships of the metasedimentary and

metavolcanic rocks in the study area are not well

established due to metamorphic overprinting of original

depositional features and the generally sparse distribution

of the rock exposures. The metasedimentary rocks are

everywhere intruded by quartz monzonite ranging in age from

77 to 106 million years old, as determined by K-Ar analyses

of biotite on granitic plutonic rocks 4 miles north of

Truckee, California, and 2 miles west of the Pyramid
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Guard Station, respectively (Larsen et al. ,1954; Kulp and

Kologrivov, 1964, in Loomis, 1964). The metasedimentary

rocks are therefore certainly older than Middle Cretaceous

age.

A meager ammonite fauna of Triassic and/or Jurassic age

was collected in the metasedimentary rocks of the adjacent

Truckee quadrangle by Lingren (1897). Thompson and White

(1964) have shown the strong resemblance of some of the

weakly metamorphosed sediments to Triassic strata south and

east of the study area. Loomis (1964), in a study of the

Mt. Tallac roof-pendant on the south shore of Lake Tahoe,

collected a single Arictitid ammonite of early Jurassic age

in weakly metamorphosed sandstone and siltstone.

Thompson and White (1964), cited unusually steep dips

on the metasedimentary rocks as evidence for pre-Cretaceous

uplift of the region. This interpretation is supported by

structural data collected on the metasedimentary rocks east

of Slide Mountain, where dips on relict bedding exceeding

75° are observed.

In latest Triassic time, the western margin of the

United States underwent a tectonic transition from an island-

arc, Japanese-type convergent boundary, to an Andean-type

convergent boundary (Dickinson, 1978). During this time,

island-arcs were accreted to the western continental margin,
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and large amounts of volcanic material associated with both

boundary types are observed in many terrains throughout the

western United States. The nature of the dominantly marine

metasedimentary rocks within, and adjacent to, the Mount

Rose quadrangle indicate the close proximity of the paleo-

shoreline to the study area during this time. Regional

geological evidence of deformation associated with

subduction and island-arc accretion is widespread and well

documented (Dickinson, 1978), and the peak of dynamic

deformation is believed to have occurred during mid to late

Jurassic time.

Within this tectonic framework, the deformational

history of the metasedimentary rocks in the study area can

be reconstructed. The dynamic phase of deformation occurred

during Triassic and Jurassic subduction and island-arc

accretion. Subsequent overprinting of dynamic metamorphic

fabrics with granoblastic, contact metamorphic fabrics was

accomplished during the emplacement of the granitic plutons

during the Cretaceous period.

CRETACEOUS PLUTONIC ROCKS

The most conspicuous rock type of the Carson Range, and

the Sierra Nevada, is Cretaceous batholithic rock of

granitic to granodioritic composition. In the Mount Rose
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quadrangle, the plutonic rocks are composed of quartz

monzonite and subordinate granite, according to the

phaneritic rock classification of Streckeison (1967)

Radiometric ages of 77 mybp and 106 mybp were obtained from

the K-Ar analysis of biotite in equivalent rocks 4 miles

north of Truckee, California, and 2 miles west of the

Pyramid Guard Station, respectively, and are therefore of

Middle and Late Cretaceous age (Larsen, et aI., 1954; Kulp

and Kologrivov, 1964, in Loomis, 1964). The Cretaceous

quartz monzonite of the Mount Rose quadrangle is equivalent

to the biotite~hornblende monzogranite of Spooner Summit

mapped by Grose (1986), in the Marlette Lake quadrangle.

The Cretaceous plutonic rocks in the study area are

composed of 25% to 54% plagioclase, 8% to 22% quartz, and

20% to 46% alkali feldspar (see appedix A, samples 1, 2, and

4). No rocks of granodioritic composition where encountered

as reported by other authors (e.g. Thompson and White, 1964;

Ellen and Clark, 1975). The dominant mafic phases are

hornblende and biotite, in approximately equal proportions.

Sphene is the most common accessory mineral, with rare

magnetite, augite, and tourmaline present locally. Dioritic

inclusions, S 10 em, and aplite and pegmatite dikes are

present locally.

Texturally, the granitic plutonic rocks are typically
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medium to coarse-grained, and hypidiomorphic to idiomorphic-

granular. Elongated hornblende crystals up to 12mm in

length are common.

In the northeastern portion of the quadrangle, near

White's Canyon, the plutonic rock is unusually mafic. This

fine-grained, hornblende diorite underlies metasedimentary

rocks and locally includes quartz monzonite xenoliths. The

dioritic material may represent a less evolved magma

injected after the emplacement of the quartz monzonite, or

as suggested by Thompson and White (1964), magma that has

been contaminated by overlying metasedimentary rock.

The quartz monzonite is locally strongly foliated and

sheared, and often contains thin epidote-ch1orite-zeo1ite

aplite dikes (see appendix A, sample 13). This hydrothermal

alteration pattern is particularly evident in the area near

Slide Mountain, where the dikes are differentially weathered

and appear to be at least partially responsible for the

formation of joints in the quartz monzonite.

The Cretaceous quartz monzonite is nonconforrnably

overlain by various Tertiary and Quaternary rocks throughout

the quadrangle.

MIOCENE VOLCANIC ROCKS

Miocene volcanic rocks directly overlie Cretaceous
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quartz monzonite throughout much of the Mount Rose

quadrangle. The Paleogene unconformity spans possibly as

much as 50 million years, from the Paleocene through the

middle Miocene.

Paleogene volcanic rocks of intermediate and basic

composition are present to the west of the study area, but

are unknown in the Mount Rose quadrangle. Purplish volcanic

clasts incorporated into Miocene tuff-breccias and

conglomerates, but of dissimilar color and lithology, were

possibly derived from Paleogene volcanic rocks within the

study area. Alternatively, the volcanic clasts may have

been derived from the lower Miocene (?) Alta Formation to

the east of the study area, which is partial~y composed of

altered purple soda trachyte (Thompson and White, 1964;

Tabor and Ellen, 1975).

Kate Peak Formation

The Kate Peak Formation of Thompson and White (1964)

comprises the entire Miocene volcanic section in the study

area. The Kate Peak Formation consists of (1) intermediate

lava flows and shallow intrusives; (2) tuff-breccia and

subordinate lapilli-tuff of pyroclastic and laharic origin,

and (3) volcanic conglomerate.
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Intermediate Lava Flows and Shallow Intrusives

Kate Peak intermediate lava flows and shallow

intrusives form the steep ledges which are common in the

high Carson Range of the Mount Rose quadrangle. The igneous

volcanic rocks have been classified according to the

aphanitic rock classification scheme of Streckeison (1978)

The dominant lithology of the Kate Peak flows is medium to

dark grey pyroxene andesite porphyry with compositions as

mafic as basaltic andesite present locally (see appendix A

samples 3,5-8,11,15,19-22,26,27).

Subhedral to euhedral plagioclase phenocrysts (An40 to

An60), S 4mm in flow rocks and ~ 10mm in intrusive rocks,

are ubiquitous. Mafic phenocrysts, ~ 3mm in flow rocks and

SlOmm in intrusive rocks, include augite, ± hypersthene,±

oxyhornblende, and ± biotite. Magnetite is the common

accessory mineral, and locally may account for up to 15% of

the rock volume. Extrusive andesites are commonly flow-

layered (figure 4). Layer thicknesses vary from 0.1 to 10

meters.

Two map units have been defined based on the dominant

mafic phase present: (1) hypersthene-augite andesite, and

(2) hornblende-augite andesite (plate 1). The distinction

between pyroxene andesites and hornblende-pyroxene andesites

was made in field using a hand lens (and confirmed under the
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Figure 4. Flow-layered andesite of the Kate Peak Formation
exposed along the Mount Rose highway (T16N, R18E,
sec. 11, nw 1/4). The outcrop in the photograph
is approximately 10 meters high.
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petrographic microscope), while the specific pyroxene

mineralogy was determined through microscopic examination.

Intrusive rocks of the Kate Peak Formation have the

same general composition as their extrusive equivalents, hut

are not flow layered, are coarser grained, and typically

contain more biotite and oxyhornblende than the lava flows

(the stability of biotite and hornblende is favored by the

higher water pressures encountered in the plutonic

environment, e.g. Best, 1982). In addition, some shallow

intrusives display well developed columnar jointing (figure

5) .

Andesitic lava flows are more viscous than basaltic

flows, and will not generally travel more than several

kilometers from their source before solidifying. The

sources for the Kate Peak lava flows probably include

several of the larger intrusive stocks in the study area, as

well as sources outside of the Mount Rose quadrangle. The

most prominant and probable Kate Peak volcanic source in the

study area is the strongly eroded volcanic neck (?) and

feeder dike which make up Rose Knob Peak (T17N, R18E, sec.

33, sw 1/4; also see appendix A, sample 21).
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Figure 5. Andesite sill displaying prominent columnar
jointing (photo looking east, T16N, R1BE, sec. 4,
sw 1/4). Intrusive rocks of the Kate Peak
Formation typically are coarser-grained,
c~ntain more abundant hornblende and biotite,
and lack the flow-layering of their extrusive
equivalents. Note the talus slope developed
below the cliff-face.
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Tuff-Breccias

Of all the major lithotypes which comprise the Kate

Peak Formation, the thick sequences of tuff-breccias and

subordinate lapilli tuffs are the most voluminous, locally

exceeding 100 meters in thickness. The tuff-breccias are

the most easily weathered of the Kate Peak lithotypes, and

typically form bouldery slopes beneath the more resistant

lava flows. The Kate Peak tuff-breccias and lapilli tuffs

are distinctively varicolored in shades of grey, brown, red,

and green.

The tuff-breccias are typically composed of angular to

subrounded andesite cobbles and boulders, derived from Kate

Peak lava flows and rarely subordinate Paleogene or early

Miocene volcanic rocks, in a matrix of variably welded

volcanic ash (see appedix A, sample 10). Crystal, vitric,

pumice, and lithic lapilli are secondary constituents of the

matrix. The tuff-breccias are commonly massive

stratified and thickly bedded. Thick sequences

to weakly

of tuff-

breccia are commonly separated by thin beds of well

stratified vitric-crystal lapilli tuff, < 5 meters thick, or

less commonly, thin layers of volcanic ash, < 10 cm thick

(figure 6). Ash has been completely altered to

montmorillonite. Thin lenses of water-worn volcanic pebble

conglomerate and rare lava flows are interbedded with the
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Figure 6. Poorly stratified lapilli tuff (light colored)
below massive tuff-breccia of the Kate Peak
Formation (photo looking west, T17N, R18E,
sec.33, sw 1/4). Shrub in the foreground is
approximately 1 meter tall.
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tuff-breccias locally. The Kate Peak tuff-breccia locally

intertongues with the Upper Conglomerate and with Kate Peak

lava flows in its upper portion.

In map view, thick sequences of tuff-breccias, volcanic

conglomerates, and lava flows commonly outline northeast-

trending paleovalleys, such as the large paleovalley

extending from near Rose Knob Peak (T17N, R18E, sec.33, se

1/4) to the northeast corner of the quadrangle, and the

north-northeast-trending paleovalley mapped by Grose (1986)

in the Marlette Lake quadrangle 7 kilometers south of the

study area. Tuff-breccias locally display prominent channel

geometry, scouring deeply into underlying bedrock units

(figure 7).

The mode of origin of the Kate Peak tuff-breccias is

not certain. Many authors (e.g. Burnett, 1971) believe the

Kate Peak tuff-breccias in the northern Tahoe Basin were

deposited as volcanic mud-flow breccias (lahars). Extremely

thick sequences of tuff-breccia, > 50 meters, which locally

display contorted bedding and incorporate large lithic

fragments of previously deposited tuff-breccia and lava-

flows are probably of this type.

Another possibility is that the tuff-breccias were

deposited during violent volcanic eruptions (e.g. Thompson

and White, 1964), and are therefore of pyroclastic origin.
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Figure 7. Tuff-breccia of the Kate Peak Formation
displaying well developed channel geometry in
quartz monzonite along Tyner Road (T16N, R18E,
sec. 9, s 1/2). Note prominent scour, and hammer
for scale.
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Locally, beds of welded tuff-breccia, < 5 meters thick,

containing exceptionally large blocks of andesite (> 1

meter), and commonly overlain by thin beds of lapill-tuff,

may be of this variety.

Lower Conglomerate

The Lower Conglomerate of the Kate Peak Formation is

equivalent to the Conglomerate of Grose (1986), in the

Marlette Lake quadrangle bordering the study area to the

south. It typically underlies, and is interbedded with,

Kate Peak tuff-breccias. The Lower Conglomerate is exposed

at two localities in the southern portion of the quadrangle;

the most prominent exposure occurs just west of the Incline

Ski Area (T16N, R18E, sec. 14). The Lower Conglomerate is

similar lithologically to the Upper Conglomerate, but

locally contains well preserved, matrix supported, cobble-

boulder deposits of debris-flow origin. The debris-flow

deposits commonly include elongate boulders of flow-layered

andesite, up to 3 meters in length, displaying

characteristic c-axis imbrication. The debris-flows of the

Lower Conglomerate commonly scour into the underlying quartz

monzonite, and display well preserved channel geometry

(figure 8). The Lower Conglomerate was probably deposited

as isolated alluvial fans fed by streams accessing volcanic
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Figure 8. Debris-flow of the Lower Conglomerate scouring
deeply into the underlying quartz monzonite west
of the Incline Ski area (TI6N, Rl8E, sec.14).
Andesite cobbles and boulders are matrix-
supported, and elongate clasts display c-axis
imbrication (e.g. the elongate boulder in the
left-center of photo). The road cut is
approximately 9 meters high.
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terrain.

The Lower Conglomerate nonconformably overlies

Cretaceous' quartz monzonite and is overlain by flow-layered

andesite or tuff-breccia in the southern portions of the

quadrangle. The fact that the Lower Conglomerate typically

contains andesite clasts derived from Kate Peak igneous

rocks indicates that the Lower Conglomerate is at least

partly time-equivalent to some of the oldest Kate Peak lava

flows.

Upper Conglomerate

The Upper Conglomerate of the Kate Peak Formation

consists of interbedded volcanic granule-pebble conglomerate

and subordinate clayey siltstone of fluvial origin. The

conglomerate is typically highly tuffaceous and locally

cross-bedded. The angular to subrounded volcanic clasts are

derived from the igneous rocks of the Kate Peak Formation.

The Upper Conglomerate is exposed at several localities

within the thick volcanic section of the large northeast-

trending paleovalley in the central and northeastern

portions of the quadrangle, and is up to 40 meters thick.

The more angular and coarse cobble deposits of the

Upper Conglomerate strongly resemble the tuff-breccias of

the Kate Peak Formation. The Middle Conglomerate, however,
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is typically clast supported with a sandy matrix.

Alteration of Kate Peak Formation

In the northwestern portion of the study area, the Kate

Peak lava flows and tuff-breccias are extensively bleached

to a variety of non-soluble minerals. This type of

alteration has been attributed to sulfuric acid attack from

the release of hydrogen sulfide from disseminated pyrite

deposited during an earlier alteration event

White, 1964). It is also possible, however,

(Thompson and

that the acid

was produced in conjunction with late-stage Kate Peak

volcanic activity.

A single sample of the bleached material was analyzed

using x-ray diffraction techniques. The alteration minerals

include kaolinite, opaline silica, pyrophyllite,

montmorillonite (saponite ?), talc, and possibly, serpentine

and aluminite.

Age Relationships of the Kate Peak Formation

Rocks of similar lithology and stratigraphic position

to the Kate Peak Formation are found in many areas of

northwestern Nevada and northeastern California. At several

localities in California, a rhyolitic tuff of the Valley

Springs Formation, K-Ar dated at 33.2 and 26.0 mybp, lies at
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the base of the Sierra Nevadan equivalent of the Kate Peak

Formation, the Mehrten Formation (Curtis, 1954). At the

same localities, the volcanic section is overlain by

hypersthene basalt dated at 7.4 mybp (Dalrymple, 1964;

Thompson and White, 1964). An equivalent (?) rhyolitic tuff

is exposed 8 kilometers east of the study area as a portion

of the Lower Miocene Hartford Hill Rhyolite, and is overlain

by lava flows of the Alta Formation, which are locally

conformable with Kate Peak flows (Ellen and Clark, 1975;

Thompson, 1956). The Kate Peak volcanic rocks are also

believed to be equivalent to some 19 million year old (?)

hornblende-pyroxene flows of the Mount Rose NW quadrangle

(Hudson, 1983).

The upper portion of the Kate Peak Formation

intertongues with the sediments and basalt flows of the

Truckee Formation of Upper Miocene and Lower Pliocene Age to

the north of the study area (Thompson and White, 1964). The

basalt has been dated at 11.0 mybp, while an andesitic tuff

in the overlying sediments gives an age of 5.6 mybp

(Evernden and James, 1964). Based on this geologic

evidence, the Kate Peak Formation is Middle and Upper

Miocene in age.
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PLATE TECTONICS AND TERTIARY VOLCANISM

The relationship between andesitic volcanism and plate

tectonic setting 1_5 well known, and many authors have

reconstructed the plate tectonic history of the western

continental margin during the Tertiary period (e.g.

Dickinson, 1978).

The western margin of the United States was an Andean-

type convergent boundary throughout the Paleogene, and the

subduction process was accompanied by andesitic magmatic

processes associated with partial melting of mantle material

overlying the subducted slab. Approximately 30 mybp, in the

Mid Oligocene, the Pacific and Farallon plates began to be

subducted underneath the American Plate, resulting in the

formation of two triple junction plate boundaries connected

by a strike-slip fault system. Along strike-slip plate

boundaries subduction processes are generally inoperative,

as well as the associated magmatic processes.

As the Mendocino triple-junction migrated northward

with continued subduction, an expanding triangular "no-slab'!

region evolved, corresponding to areas where subduction

processes are inoperative (figure 9). Approximately 5 mybp,

the Mendocino triple-junction was directly west of the Mount

Rose quadrangle, corresponding to the time subduction

processes, and Kate Peak volcanism, were discontinued in the
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Growth of no-slah region during Neogene time.
As triple-junction migrates northward,
subduction processes and associated andesitic
volcancism cease. Modified from Dickinson
(1978) .

Figure 9.
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region. Figure 9 shows the genetic relationship between the

Cascade active volcanos and their extinct Miocene relatives

to the south.

PLIOCENE UNCONFORMITY AND EROSION SURFACE

The Kate Peak Formation is conformable with the Upper

Miocene and Lower Pliocene Truckee Formation to the north of

the study area, where no structural discordance is observed

(Thompson and White, 1964). Following the deposition of the

Truckee Formation, a period of uplift followed by deep

erosion occurred. In the Mount Rose quadrangle, all Lower

and Middle Pliocene rocks have been removed, but in areas

surrounding the study area, the Truckee Formation lies in

angular discordance to overlying pediment gravels (Thompson

and White, 1964). Following the Lower and Middle (?)

Pliocene uplift of the Truckee Formation, a period of

tectonic quiescence occurred which allowed for the formation

of a pediment surface. In the Mount Rose quadrangle, this

pediment surface has been referred to as a r'high erosion

surface", and gives much of the Carson Range its generally

flat-topped appearance (Thompson and White, 1964) The

surface occurs at elevations between 7,000 and 9,000 feet,

and is most prominent in the southern, unglaciated portions

of the quadrangle.
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SAND AND SANDY GRAVEL OF INCLINE VILLAGE

Lacustrine sediments deposited near the shoreline of

Lake Tahoe, and associated alluvial sediments, have been

mapped as sand and sandy gravel of Incline Village. These

sediments are believed to represent a high stand of Pliocene

and/or Pleistocene Lake Tahoe. The outcrops of these

sediments are sparse but well exposed in several road cuts

and near the highway department sand and gravel pits in the

town of Incline Village. Lacustrine sediments occur 80

meters above the present lake level.

The lacustrine sediments consist of well compacted,

horizontally stratified sand, sandy granule-pebble gravel,

and mudstone (figure 10). The mudstones typically display

differential compaction features and are not fossiliferous

(the waters of Lake Tahoe are ultra-oligotrophic, or of low

biologic activity and diversity).

The lacustrine sediments grade northward into well

compacted, weakly cross-stratified sand and granule-cobble

gravel of the alluvial facies (Figures IIA and lIB).

Age of the Sand and Sandy Gravel of Incline Village

The age of the alluvial and lacustrine sediments is not
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·Figure 10. Well compacted, horzonta11y stratified sand,
sandy pebble-cobble gravel, and mudstone in
Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine sediments.
The photo is taken along a southern roadcut
of Tahoe Boulevard (T16N, R18E, sec. 17, se
1/4). Note hammer for scale.
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well established. The sediments in the lacustrine and

alluvial facies are well compacted, and andesitic cobbles

are partially to thoroughly rotten. Mature soil profiles

have been developed where exceptionally well exposed. The

sediments are therefore certainly older than the oldest

glacial sediments in the study area.

The oldest known lacustrine sediments of Lake Tahoe are

of Upper Pliocene and/or Pleistocene age and are exposed

near Tahoe City at the head of the Truckee River (Birkeland,

1963). These sediments underlie Lousetown Formation

volcanic rocks dated at 1.2 to 2.3 mybp (Dalrymple, 1964).

Since this time, the lake level has been lowered about 250

meters by erosion of the volcanic dam (Birkeland, 1963).

The sediments are sufficiently similar to the Plio-

Pleistocene lake sediments at Tahoe City to suggest

approximate equivalence. A rhyolitic (?) tuff containing

biotite uncovered in the lacustrine sediments near the

highway department gravel pits (T16N, 18E, sec. 16, ne 1/4)

should yield a numerical age for these Plio-Pleistocene

sediments.
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Figure llA.

Figure llB.

41

Well compacted, weakly cross-stratified sand
and sandy pebble-cobble gravel in the alluvial
facies of Plio· Pleistocene sediments exposed in
a foundation cut along Tyner Road (T16N, R18E,
sec.16, nw 1/4). Note well developed soil
profile.

Close-up of figure llA. Note the prominent
scour surface and gravelly channel lag.
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PLIO-PLEISTOCENE OLIVINE BASALT

The youngest volcanic rocks in the study area are

olivine basalt flows and intrusive rocks mapped by Thompson

and White (1964) as the Lousetown Formation. The intrusive

basalts are also equivalent (?) to the Basalt of Grose

(1986) in the Marlette Lake quadrangle. The flows occur

sparsely throughout the southern and extreme northwestern

portion of the quadrangle. Intrusive dikes and plugs occur

sparsely throughout the quadrangle.

The basalt flows are typically medium to dark grey,

sparsely porphyritic to microporphyritic, with subhedral

phenocrysts of plagioclase, olivine, and pyroxene, S lmm,

set in a felty matrix of dominantly volcanic glass and

subordinate plagioclase. The flow rocks are further

characterized by well developed platey-parting formed by the

strong alignment of plagioclase laths. Intrusive

equivalents are similar to the basalt flows, but are

typically black, coarser-grained, and lacking the

characteristic platey-parting of the flow rocks (see

appendix A, samples 9, 25).

The olivine basalt flows in the southern portion of the

study area have been extruded out onto the Pliocene erosion

surface cut into rocks of the Kate Peak Formation, with

moderate angular discordance. Equivalent (?) basalt flows
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in the western and northern portions of the Tahoe basin have

been radiometrically dated and yield ages ranging from 1.2

to 2.3 mybp, and are therefore of Upper Pliocene and

Pleistocene age (Dalrymple, 1964). The timing of basaltic

magmatism in the study area corresponds to the major

extensional cycle of tectonism responsible for the present

graben and horst topography of the Garson Range and the

Great Basin structural province.

QUATERNARY GEOLOGY

Approximately 15% of the Mount Rose quadrangle is

blanketed by unconsolidated sediments of Quaternary age.

Much of the high Garson Range has been extensively

glaciated, and morainal deposits are present above 6800

fee t. In local basins, glacial, alluvial, and lacustrine

sediments are extensive. A detailed review of landslide

deposits and factors contributing to slope instability is

given in the section on the geologie hazards of the Mount

Rose quadrangle.

Glacial Deposits

The glacial geology of the northern Garson Range was

first studied by Blackwelder (1931). Since that time, the

glacial stratigraphy of the northern Tahoe basin has been
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extensively studied and refined. Thompson and White (1964),

identified three major Pleistocene glacial advances based on

relative weathering characteristics and morphologic

differences between glacial moraines. Birkeland (1964),

working with glacial sequences in the Truckee area, defined

a five-fold glacial stratigraphy similar to that proposed in

this study. Burke and Birkeland (1979), defined 14 relative

weathering and morphologic criterion that can be used to

distinguish between glacial sequences.

Five different ages of glacial deposits are present in

the Mount Rose quadrangle, including (from oldest to

youngest) (1) Donner Lake moraines; (2) Tahoe moraines and

outwash; (3) Tioga moraines and outwash; (4) Frog Lake

moraines, and (5) Neoglacial moraines. This terminology is

similar to Thompson and White (1964), but differs in that

Frog Lake Moraines were not differentiated, and that

deposits correlated with type Sherwin Till were actually

found to be equivalent to Donner Lake Till of Birkeland

(1964).

Donner Lake Moraines

The glacial moraines mapped in this study as Donner

Lake moraines are equivalent to Donner Lake moraines of

Birkeland (1964). The Donner Lake glacial advance was the
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most extensive, if not the most well preserved, in the study

area (Thompson and White, 1964) (figure 12).

The Donner Lake moraines consist of angular to

subrounded sandy cobble-boulder gravel characterized by very

subdued and dissected lateral and ground moraine morphology,

well developed textural B soil horizon .5 to 1 meter thick,

and well developed weathering rinds on andesitic stones .6

to 1.4mm thick. Granitic stones have been partially to

completely grusified.

Tahoe Moraines

The glacial deposits of Tahoe age mapped in this study

are equivalent to Tahoe Till of Blackwelder (1931) and

Thompson and White (1964). Glacial deposits of Tahoe age

include moraines and locally, extensive outwash.

Tahoe moraines and glacial outwash are similar

lithologically to Donner Lake moraines, with moderately well

rounded, partially dissected moraine crests, textural B

horizon S.5 meters thick, and weathering rinds on andesitic

stones .2 to .5mm thick. Granitic stones have been

partially grusified. Tahoe moraines can be found at

elevations above 6,800 feet. Glacial outwash of Tahoe and

Tioga (?) age can be found in the southern portion of the

quadrangle downgradient from equivalent moraines.
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Figure 12. Subdued lateral moraines (discernable above the
letter "A" in photo) of Donner Lake age in the
extensively glaciated Tahoe Meadows (photo
looking east, T17N, RISE, sec.36, n 1/2). The
light colored rock in the background is
Cretaceous quartz monzonite. The Mount Rose
Highway is in the foreground.
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Tioga Moraines
Glacial moraines of Tioga age mapped in this study are

equivalent to Tioga Till of Blackwelder (1931) and Thompson

and White (1964).

Glacial moraines of Tioga age are similar
lithologically to Tahoe moraines, with poorly developed A-C

soil profile, mildly rounded and partially dissected lateral

and end moraine-morphology, and weathering rinds on
andesitic stones .1 to .2mm thick. Granitic stones are only

slightly grusified. Tioga moraines are present at

elevations above 8,000 feet.

Frog Lake Moraines
The glacial moraines mapped as Frog Lake moraines are

equivalent to Frog Lake Till of Birkeland (1964). Frog Lake

moraines are nearly identical to Tioga moraines, but are
confined to glacial cirques above 9,000 feet. Frog Lake

Till is believed to have been deposited just after the final

Pleistocene Tioga advance.

Neoglacial Moraines

Neoglacial moraines occur in high cirques above 9,300

feet at several locations in the study area. Neoglacial

moraines are characterized by fully preserved lateral and
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end moraine morphology and unweathered andesitic and

granitic clasts. Thompson and White (1964) believe the

neoglacial moraines may have been deposited during the

"Little Ice Age" from 1750 to 1850.

Age Relationships of Glacial Deposits

The age of Tahoe and Tioga glacial deposits is

reasonably well established. Dalrymple (1964)

radiometrically dated a basalt flow overlying deposits of

presumed Tahoe age and obtained an age of .060 .050 mybp.

Adam (1967) obtained a radiocarbon date of 9,800 ybp on a

basal peat underlying Tioga age moraines.

Coleman and Pierce (1981), in an attempt to correlate

glacial successions in the western United States, firmly

established that the thickness of weathering rinds on

andesitic stones is time dependant, according to the

equation

D A log (B + Ct), (1)

where D is the rind thickness, t is the age of the deposit,

and A, B, and C are constants. Using radiometrically

determined numerical ages on the three major alpine glacial

successions in West Yellowstone, they successfully showed

the equivalence of the West Yellowstone deposits to glacial
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sequences elsewhere. In the Truckee area, the glacial

deposits at West Yellowstone were correlated to Donner Lake,

Tahoe, and Tioga glacial deposits.

Using weathering rind thickness data collected in the

field (Table 1), a weathering rind thickness curve has been

produced for the Mount Rose quadrangle (figure 13). The

numerical ages for Tahoe and Tioga deposits have been taken

from Coleman and Pierce (1981). Assuming the log-normal

relationship between weathering rind thickness and time is

correct, the age of the Pre-Tahoe glacial deposits is

estimated to be between 135,000 to 140,000 years old. Since

the type Sherwin Till, occurring below the Bishop Tuff near

Bishop, California, has been radiometrically determined to

be older than 710,000 years old (corresponding to rind

thicknesses in excess of 4mm)(Dalrymple eC ai., 1965), the

oldest Pleistocene glacial deposits in the study area are

younger than type Sherwin Till. Relative dating criteria

for the pre-Tahoe moraines in the study area, including

weathering rind data, correlate well with data collected by

Birkeland (1964) on Donner Lake Till in the Truckee area.

Pre-Tahoe moraines in the study area are therefore believed

to be equivalent to Donner Lake Till.

The usefulness of the weathering rind thickness curve

is evident upon the realization that it can be used to date
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Table 1. Andesitic weathering rind data.

Glacial Age No. of Measurements Mean Thickness Std. Dev.

Tioga 41 a .llmm .03mm

Tahoe 35 b .38mm .19mm

Donner Lake 28 c .89mm .20mm

a Measurements taken on moraines at the following
localities: (1) T16N, R18E, sec. 2, nw 1/4, (2) T17N,
R19E, sec. 30, nw 1/4, (3) T17N, R19E, sec. 17, n 1/2,
(4) T17N, R18E, sec. 23, sw 1/4.

b Measurements taken on
localities: (1) T16N,
R18E, sec. 2, ne 1/4,

moraines at the following
R18E, sec.10, ne 1/4, (2) T16N,
(3) T17N, R19E, sec. 19, n 1/2.

c Measurements taken on moraines at the following
localities: (1) T17N, R18E, sec.36, nw 1/4, (2) T17N,
R19E, sec. 18, se 1/4.
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Figure 13. Andesitic weathering rind curve for the Mount
Rose quadrangle. Data taken from Table 1. Ages
of the glaciations can be determined from this
curve (Tioga 12,000 ybp; Tahoe 35,000 ybp;
Donner Lake 135,000 ybp).
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any Quaternary-age deposit (up to about 500,000 years old)

that contains andesitic stones.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The Mount Rose quadrangle lies at the boundary between

the Sierra Nevada lithologic province and the Great Basin

structural province. Regional normal faulting,

characteristic of the Great Basin province, is responsible

for the graben and horst topography of the study area and

the Tahoe Basin in general. Many of the faults are still

active (see section on neotectonism for discussion of active

faulting) .

The northern Carson Range, including the study area, is

dominated by north-northeast-trending normal faults. In

addition, north-trending folds 2 km are present locally.

Faulting

In the southwestern portion of the quadrangle, a series

of northeast-trending, en echelon normal faults have been

produced as a result of left-lateral shearing. A similar

pattern is observed west of the study area north of Truckee,

California (Latham, 1985). The remainder of the quadrangle

is dominated by north-northeast-trending synthetic and

antithetic normal faults.
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Synthetic Normal Faults

Normal faults which dip toward the basins are known as

synthetic faults. In the study area, synthetic faults form

the major range-bounding faults, typically> 2 km in length.

The dip-slip component on most of the major synthetic faults

ranges from 300 to 600 meters (see cross sections C-D and E-

F). In several locations, however, synthetic faults Sl km

in length have in excess of 100 meters dip-slip component.

One such fault just northeast of Mount Rose (section E-F)

was described by Lingren (1897). Thompson and White (1964)

referred to these short faults with large throws as "trap-

doorll faults.

Antithetic Normal Faults

Normal faults which dip toward the ranges are referred

to as antithetic faults. Antithetic faults are common in

the study area, in particular in the area surrounding the

Mount Rose relay station (T17N, R18E, sec. 22, sw 1/4).

Antithetic faults in the study area are always S 1.5 km in

length and typically have dip-slip components < 50 meters.

Relationship of Faulting to Regional Upwarping

Thompson and White (1964) described the structure of

the northern Carson Range as consisting of normal faults
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superimposed on a larger scale upwarping of the region. The

antithetic and short synthetic faults with small dip-slip

components in the study area may have a genetic relationship

to regional upwarping.

Two short synthetic faults on top of Mount Rose with

dip-slip components < 50 meters and which do not extend

deeper than 600 meters into the underlying quartz monzonite

(see cross· section E-F, across Mount Rose) may provide clues

to this genetic relationship.

The regional upwarping of the northern Carson Range and

associated faulting is analogous to the normal faults

developed on the convex sides of folds on a smaller scale

(known as bending-moment faults) (Yeats, 1986) (figure 14).

During the regional upwarping of the interior of the Carson

Range, synthetic and antithetic faults formed on the convex

side of the upwarp. These faults are typically short in map

length and do not penetrate deeply into the crust. When

active, these faults are typically low-seismic.

Age of Deformation

The age of the deformation responsible for the horst

and graben topography of much of the Great Basin and the

study area has been the topic of study of many authors. In

the Tahoe Basin, the extensional cycle of tectonism is
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Figure 14.

56

Simplified tectonic model for the northern
Carson Range. Regional upwarping produces
synthetic and antithetic normal faults on the
convex side of the upwarp (analogous to bending
-moment faults). These faults typically do not
penetrate deeply into the crust, and when
active, are shallow-focus and low-seismic. The
major range-bounding faults, produced by
regional extensional tectonism, typically have
greater map length and extend deeply into the
crust.
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believed to have begun between 9 an 3 million years ago and

has continued to the present day (Hyne et al., 1972).

Latham (1985) showed that the major phase of extensional

tectonism near Truckee, California (12 km to the west of the

study area) began about 4 mybp, in the Lower Pliocene.

The Kate Peak Formation has been shown to be

conformable with the Upper Miocene and Lower Pliocene

Truckee Formation to the north of the study area, and no

marked structural discordance is observed (Thompson and

Wh i t e, 1964). Faults offsetting the Kate Peak Formation but

not effecting younger units are nowhere observed. The onset

of extensional deformation is therefore certainly later than

Kate Peak time.

To the north of the study area the Truckee Formation

displays marked angular discordance with overlying pediment

gravels (Thompson and White, 1964). This phase of

deformation was followed by a period of tectonic quiescence

which allowed for the formation of the erosion surface, and

is probably not equivalent to the main phase of extensional

tectonism in the study area.

The Pliocene erosion surface has been cut by major

northeast-trending faults in the southwestern portion of the

study area (see cross-section CoD, Plate I). The erosion

surface has a been offset by 320 meters to the southeast.
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These data, and geologic data previously cited, indicate

that the main phase of extensional tectonism in the study

area occurred during Pliocene and Pleistocene time (from

about 4 to 1 mybp).
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INTRODUCTION

The structural and geomorphic features associated with

neotectonism encountered in a specific region depend largely

on the tectonic setting (style), rate of deformation, and

intensity of deformation. The most commonly observed

features include fault-scarps, folds, linear valleys,

shutter ridges, offset drainages, and springs (figure 15).

In the Mount Rose quadrangle, faults, springs, and folds (?)

associated with Late-Quaternary extensional tectonism are

present.

The identification of neotectonic features is a

demanding task, since many fault-scarps have been modified

by erosion and may resemble landforms such as glacial

moraines and stream terraces. Springs and fault-scarps in

the study area were identified through the use of close

field observation, color infrared aerial photography (scale

1:29,000), and earthquake hypocenter data.

QUATERNARY DEFORMATION RATES

The major extensional phase of deformation responsible

for the present horst and graben topography of the study

area occurred during Pliocene and Pleistocene time, from

about 4 to 1 mybp (see section I for discussion of the
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Figure 15. Geomorphic expression of active tectonism.
After Slemmons (1977).
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timing of extensional deformation). The Pliocene erosion

surface in the southwestern portion of the quadrangle has

been offset 320 meters by northeast-trending normal faults.

Major faults with similar amounts of dip-slip are found

elsewhere in the quadrangle (see cross-section E-F, Plate I,

northeast of Mount Rose). Since the majority of this

deformation has occurred since 4 million years ago, a slip-

rate along the major range-bounding faults can be estimated

using the relation (Wallace, 1970)

S - D / T, (2)

where S is the average slip-rate, D is the total

displacement, and T is the time over which the displacement

occurred. Using a value of 320 meters for the displacement

of the Pliocene erosion surface, and a value of 4 million

years for the time over which the displacement has occured,

the average slip-rate along major faults is about .lmm/yr.

This rate was undoubtedly higher during the Pliocene and

Pleistocene, since many of the faults are inactive.

ACTIVE FAULTS

An active fault is here defined as a fault which (1)

displays Late-Quaternary displacement or; (2) is seismically
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active, or (3) is attached to an active fault. Active

faults in the study area are shown on the geologic hazards

map of the Mount Rose quadrangle (plate 2).

Geomorphic Expression of Active Faulting

Fault-Scarps

The most obvious expression of active tectonism is the

fault-scarp. The basic components of a fault scarp include

the free-face, debris-slope, and wash-slope (figure 16)

The free-face is a fleeting feature, and is generally

completely removed within 300 years from the time of ground-

rupture in unconsolidated materials (Wallace, 1977).

Geomorphic Indices

Areas undergoing active tectonism can often be

identified by employing geomorphic indices. Two indices

which were employed during this study include the mountain-

front sinuosity index (Bull and McFadden, 1977) and the

stream-gradient index (Hack,1973).

The mountain-front sinuosity index is defined by Bull

and McFadden (1977) as

L flL ,m s ( 3 )
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where Lmf is the length of the mountain front along the

mountain-piedmont junction and L is the straight-lines

length of the front (figure 17). The Smf index reflects the

balance between active faulting, which tends to produce

straight mountain-fronts, and the tendency of streams and

slope modification processes to produce irregular (sinuous)

mountain~fronts. In the southwestern portion of the

quadrangle, along the northeast-trending en echelon faults,

values of Smf of 1.1 to 1.5 along the major mountain-front

faults were obtained. These relatively low values of Smf

indicate that these faults are active, and sparse seismicity

data supports this hypothesis.

The stream-gradient index is defined by Hack (1973) as

SL ( HI L)L, (4)

where SL is the stream-gradient index, HI L is the local

gradient of the stream reach where the index is computed,

and L is the total channel length measured along the channel

from the drainage divide to the center of the reach.

The stream-gradient index is an approximation of stream

power. The index is very sensitive to changes in slope, and

is therefore a valuable tool in tectonically active areas.

The index is also sensitive to rock resistance, however, and
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Figure 17. Graphical representation of the mountain-front
sinuosity index. From Mayer (1986).
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differentiating between rock resistance and tectonic effects

is not a simple task. High values of SL in rocks of low

resistance is always an indication of active tectonism.

Since the large majority of faults in the study area occur

in volcanic and plutonic rocks of high resistance, the

applicability of the SL is limited. The index was applied

to an area in the Galena Creek drainage basin south of Mount

Rose, where possible Quaternary (?) folding (?) has occurred

(figure l8A). The folded area is characterized by (1)

extremely high SL values (> 3000) across the fold axis,

where a waterfall in resistant lava flows on a main

tributary to Galena Creek exists; (2) shallow-focus, low-

seismic activity (see plate I for location and magnitude of

hypocenters), and (3) a tributary flowing perpendicular to,

and across, the fold axis, possibly indicating the stream

drainage was established prior to folding (figure l8B). In

addition, the fold crest forms the natural dam between two

old lakes, which may have consisted of a single lake prior

to folding.

Incline Village Fault

A major 10 to 12 meter vertical fault-scarp, hereafter

referred to as the Incline Village Fault, cuts Late-

Quaternary glacial outwash in the southern portion of the
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Figure 18A.

69

South-plunging, Quaternary (?) fold seen
from southern ridge. Note fold forms a
natural dam between two old lake beds. 18B.
A waterfall on a fold nose in resistant
andesite flows in the Galena Greek drainage
basin (T17N, R18E, sec. 23, n 1/2). Note
tributary is flowing perpendicular to fold
axis, possibly indicating the folding took
place following the establishment of a drainage
system. This area is also characterized by
shallow-focus, low-seismic activity.
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quadrangle in the town of Incline Village (figure 19).

Hyne et al. (1972), in a bathymetric study of Lake Tahoe.

identified a 14 meter active fault extending for 20km along

the bottom of the lake. With the aid of several sparker

profiles. the fault was shown to have increasing diplacement

with depth (indicating multiple ground-rupturing events).

and also to have offset the uppermost coherently reflecting

sediments. This fault is probably the subaqueous extension

of the Incline Village Fault. The total subaqueous-

subaerial length of the scarp is approximately 25 km.

A topographic profile of the scarp taken along a

roadcut in Incline Village is shown in figure 20 (T16N.

R18E, sec. 16. ne 1/4). Multiple ground-rupturing episodes

are not geomorphically expressed by multiple primary slope

angles (e.g. Wallace, 1977), yet it is very doubtful that

the estimated 8+ meters of vertical displacement occurred

during one ground-rupturing event, as evidenced by a lack of

historical analogs.

The age of the last ground-rupturing episode along the

Incline Village Fault can be estimated by observing geologic

and geomorphic relationships along the fault trace. The

scarp cuts glacial outwash of Tahoe and Tioga (?) age,

placing an upper age limit of 35.000 ybp on the last episode

of faulting (see section I, pp. 49-50).
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Figure 19. A 10 to 12 meter vertical fault-scarp exposed in
Incline Village, along the Incline Village
Fault. Glacial outwash of Tahoe and Tioga (?)
age are displaced along the scarp, indicating
the last ground-rupturing episode occurred
less than 35,000 ybp. The scarp displays
one primary slope angle of 25 to 30°, with a
relatively sharp crestal convexity and basal
concavity, indicating the last ground-rupturing
episode probably occurred between 2,000 and
12,000 ybp.
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Figure 20. A topographic profile of the Incline Village
Fault scarp taken along a roadcut in Alder
Court (T16N, R18E, sec. 16, ne 1/4). Although
multiple primary slope angles are not observed,
it is doubtful the estimated 8+ meters of
vertical displacement occurred during a single
ground-rupturing episode. Dip of the fault zone
is estimated based on measurements on other
normal faults in the study area, and by the work
of Slemmons (1975) on many faults in the Great
Basin.
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The Incline Village fault-scarp has a single primary

slope angle of 25 to 30·. Wallace (1977), in a geomorphic

study of fault-scarps in northwestern Nevada, established a

relationship between fault-scarp primary slope angle and the

age of ground-rupturing. Faults with slope angles of 25 to

30°, in unconsolidated materials, were shown to be between

2,000 and 12,000 years old. Bucknam and Anderson

established a similar relationship between fault-scarp

height and primary slope angle (figure 21). Employing this

relationship yields an approximate age of 8,000 to 10,000

years for the last episode of faulting. Climate,
vegetation, scarp aspect, and geologic materials, which

effect degradation rates, can vary between physiographic

regions, and estimates of scarp age based on scarp

morphology should be viewed with some caution.

Nevertheless, the Incline Village fault-scarp is certainly

younger than 35,000 years old, and probably between 2,000

and 12,000 years old.

Rifle Peak Fault Zone

Along the California-Nevada border, in the west-central

portion of the quadrangle, is the Rifle Peak Fault Zone

(T17N, R18E, sec.3l). A series of at least five north-

trending fault-scarps have been identified (plates I and
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II). Several of these scarps display two primary slope

angles, indicating multiple late-Quaternary ground-rupturing

events (Wallace, 1977) (figure 22). The scarps range in

height from 1 to 7 meters, the largest of which is

approximately 3 km long. The Rifle Peak Fault Zone is also

seismically active. Local magnitudes as high as ML - 5.0

have been recorded (source: University of Nevada-Reno,

neotectonic information center).

The two westernmost fault-scarps cut glacial moraines

of probable Tioga age, and the last ground-rupturing episode

along these faults therefore occurred less than 12,000 ybp.

Other fault scarps are probably of similar age, but occur on

colluvially-mantled bedrock hills lopes of unknown age. The

steepness of the hills lope prevents any estimation of scarp

age based on fault-scarp morphology (Nash, 1986).

Mount Rose Area

Several faults near Mount Rose, in the north-central

portion of the quadrangle, are associated with relatively

high seismic activity. These faults do not display obvious

geomorphic evidence of recent faulting. Geomorphic evidence

of possible Quaternary folding in the Galena Creek drainage

basin below Mount Rose is, however, observed (see section I,

p. 68). While the Mount Rose area has the highest
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Figure 22. Two degraded fault-scarps of the Rifle Peak
Fault Zone in colluvially mantled volcanic
bedrock (photo looking northwest, T17N, R18E,
sec.3l). Note multiple primary slope angles
associated with the lower fault-scarp (labeled
"A" and liB" in the photo).
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concentration of earthquake hypocenters in the study area,

the activity is low-seismic (no historical earthquakes of

magnitude ML > 3.0 have been recorded near Mount

Rose)(source: University of Nevada-Reno, neotectonic

information center).

Little Valley

Little Valley, located in the extreme southeastern

portion of the quadrangle, is an extensively alluviated

graben bounded by active faults on its eastern and western

margins.

Two fault-scarps on the western side of Little Valley,

represent the northern extension of the active faults mapped

by Grose (1986) in the Marlette Lake quadrangle. Both of

these fault-scarps have marked geomorphic expression,

ranging in height from 1 to 3 meters. The faults displace

Late-Quaternary alluvium, and a large rockslide has been

faulted against the granitic bedrock. The rockslide is

composed of slightly grusified blocks of quartz monzonite

(simialr to granitic clasts in Tioga age moraines), and has

been highly forested by pine-trees exceeding 20 meters in

height. The last episode of ground-rupturing probably

occurred less than 12,000 years ago. The landsliding may

have been initiated by the ground-rupturing event.
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On the eastern margin of Little Valley, a 1 to 2 meter

fault-scarp cuts the alluvium of Little Valley. This scarp

has a primary slope angle of 10 to 15° and is therefore

probably younger than 20,000 years old (Wallace, 1977;

Bucknam and Anderson, 1979).
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PART III

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS OF THE MOUNT ROSE 7.5 MINUTE QUADRANGLE
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INTRODUCTION

There are four major types of geologic hazards in the

Mount Rose quadrangle: (1) seismic hazards, (2) landslide

hazards, (3) flooding hazards, and (4) snow-avalanche

hazards. A geologic hazards map of the study area has been

compiled which identifies areas suscesptable to all but the

snow-avalanche hazards, which are discussed briefly in this

section (plate II). The remainder of this section will be

devoted to mapping criteria and specific areas with a

relatively high-hazard level.

SEISMIC HAZARDS

Seismic hazards in the study area may be divided into

three main groups: (1) hazards posed by ground-rupturing,

(2) hazards posed by strong ground-motion and (3) hazards

posed by liquefaction. In addition, seismic hazards posed

by seiches produced from subaqueous faulting on the floor of

Lake Tahoe are a possibility, but will not be discussed

further here.

be normal.

All faults in the study area are believed to

Regional Seismicity
Hawkins et al., (1986), in a regional seismotectonic
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study, located all historical hypocenters within the Tahoe-

Truckee basins and developed a regional earthquake

recurrence curve (figure 23). Historical earthquake

hypocenter locations within the study area have been plotted

on the geologic map (plate I). Seismic sources posing a

potential hazard have been identified using the data of

Hawkins, et al. (1986), as well as hypocenter location,

magnitude, and depth data obtained from the University of

Nevada-Reno neotectonic information center.

The regional earthquake recurrence curve indicates that

earthquakes of magnitude ML - 5.5 occur about once every ten

years in the basin, while earthquakes of magnitude ML - 7.0

occur about once every 100 years.

External Seismic Sources

Seismic sources outside of the study area which

contribute to the total seismic hazard, include (in order of

increasing distance from the study area) (1) the eastern

bounding fault of Lake Tahoe; (2) the Genoa Fault; (3) the

Dog Valley Fault Zone; (4) the southwest bounding fault of

Lake Tahoe, and (5) several faults in the Reno area (figure

24) . Of these potential external sources, the Genoa Fault

poses the greatest potential hazard due to its close

proximity to the study area (12 km to the southeast),
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activity level, and potential maximum credible earthquake

(MCE) of magnitude ML - 7.5 (Hawkins et al., 1986).

Internal Seismic Sources

Seismic sources within the study area include (1) the

Incline Village Fault; (2) the Rifle Peak Fault Zone; (3)

the bounding faults of Little Valley, and (4) faults in the

Mount Rose area. These sources are characterized by

geomorphic evidence of Late-Quaternary ground-rupturing

and/or seismic activity (figure 24; see also section II for

discussion of Late-Quaternary faulting in these areas).

Slemmons (1977), established relationships between

fault rupture-length and magnitude, and between fault-scarp

displacement and magnitude (figures 25 and 26). These

relationships can be used to estimate the maximum credible

earthquake that can be expected to occur along a fault

trace. A value of between 20 and 50% of the total fault

length is commonly used for the value of the fault rupture

length, although historical exceptions to this "rule-of-

thumb" exist (Freeman et al., 1986).

The Incline Village Fault, located in the town of

Incline Village, is expressed geomorphically by a 10 meter

fault-scarp with a total subaerial-subaqueous length of 25

km (see section II, p. 69-73, for a complete description and
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age relationships). Sparse historical microseismic activity

is also associated with the subaqueous portion of the

Incline Village Fault (Hawkins, et al., 1986).

Employing the rupture-length vs. magnitude relationship

of Slemmons (1977), and using a value of 50% of the total

fault length (about 13 km) for the rupture length of the

fault, the maximum credible earthquake which may occur along

the Incline Village Fault is magnitude ML - 6.3.

Employing the maximum displacement vs. magnitude

relationship of Slemmons (1977), and using a value of 8.2

meters for the maximum displacement, a much larger value of

ML - 7.5 is obtained for the MCE of the Incline Village

Fault. This large discrepancy between MCE values obtained

using different scarp parameters may originate from (1) a

lack of accurate data concerning the real subaqueous length

of the Incline Village Fault, and/or (2) multiple ground-

rupturing episodes have occurred along the Incline Village

Fault, totaling 8+ meters of displacement. More data are

needed to objectively determine a MCE for the Incline

Village Fault.

The Rifle Peak Fault Zone, located in the extreme west-

central portion of the quadrangle, consists of at least five

Late-Quaternary fault-scarps, the largest of which is 7

meters high and 3 km long. Historical seismic activity is
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associated with the Rifle Peak Fault Zone, with magnitudes

ranging from ML ~ 1.0 to ML ~ 5.0 (source: University of

Nevada-Reno neotectonic information center). Employing the

rupture-lentgh vs. magnitude relationship established by

Slemmons (1977, figure 24), and a value of 50% of the total

fault length for the rupture-length of the longest mapped

fault in the zone (about 2 km), the maximum credible

earthquake associated with the Rifle Peak Fault Zone is ML
5.5.

The range-bounding faults of Little Valley, in the

extreme southeastern corner of the quadrangle, show

considerable evidence of Late-Quaternary displacement but

are not seismically active (section II, p. 75). Employing

the rupture-length vs. magnitude relationship of Slemmons

(1977, figure 24), with a value of 50% of the total fault

length for the rupture-length of the longest mapped fault

(about 12 km), the maximum credible earthquake associated

with active faults in Little Valley is magnitude ML ~ 6.5.

The densest concentration of historical hypocenters in

the study area occurs in the Mount Rose area (T17N, R18E,

sec. 13, nw 1/4), where evidence of Late-Quaternary faulting

and folding (?) is present (section II, p. 68 and 75). The

area is characterized by microseismic activity in the range

of magnitude ML - 1.0 to ML - 3.0 (source: University of
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Nevada-Reno neotectonic information center).

Several seismically active faults in this area are less

than 2 km in length, and do not pose a significant hazard.

Ground-Rupturing Hazards

Ground-rupturing hazards exist along active fault

traces. Criteria for identifying active faults is discussed

in section II (p. 61). Active faults in the study area have

been located on the geologic hazards map (plate II), and

represent potential ground-rupturing hazards. Several

active faults in the study area are distinctively low-

seismic (micro-earthquakes only) and do not possess

significant ground-rupturing hazard. Nevertheless,

stratigraphic offset observed along these faults indicates

the possibility of ground-rupturing.

Three levels of ground-rupturing hazard have been

defined on the geologie hazards map. Faults which display

geomorphic evidence of Late-Quaternary displacement present

the highest potential hazard, while faults which are

seismically active, but display no evidence of recent ground-

rupturing, have been assigned a moderate ground-rupturing

hazard. Finally, faults which are neither seismically

active nor display evidence of recent displacement, but are

attached to an active fault, have been assigned the lowest
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potential ground-rupturing hazard.

A significant ground-rupturing hazard exists along the

Incline Village Fault in the town of Incline Village, the

largest population center in the study area. Several

buildings and a shopping center are located within a few

meters of the 10 meter fault-scarp trace.

Strong Ground-Motion Hazards

Seismic hazards posed by ground-rupturing exist along a

fault trace, while hazards posed by strong ground-motion

occur on a regional scale with each major earthquake.

Strong ground-motion may be initiated from seismic sources

within, and outside of, the study area. A detailed seismic

hazard assessment, which commonly assumes a "design

earthquake" of specified magnitude and expresses the ground-

motion in terms of a probable intensity or ground

acceleration, is beyond the scope of this study.

Seismic waves are locally amplified or dampened

depending on the character of the geologic materials and

local water-table conditions (Barosh, 1969). Three levels

of relative ground-motion have been distinguished on the

geologic hazards map of the study area. Bedrock units have

been shown historically to have much lower intensity levels

than unconsolidated deposits at similar distances from the
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source. The more dense the bedrock unit is, the lower the

intensity level. Granitic and volcanic bedrock units have

been assigned the lowest ground-motion hazard level in the

study area. For unconsolidated deposits, amplification of

seismic waves is optimized when (1) the groundwater table is

near the ground surface « 3 meters); (2) the sediment

accumulation is thick, laterally extensive and homogeneous,

and (3) the sediments are loosely compacted (commonly

related to the age of the deposit) (Barosh, 1969).

Unconsolidated deposits that are> 10 meters thick,

laterally extensive, loosely compacted, with shallow

groundwater tables have been assigned the highest level of

ground-motion hazard. Unconsolidated deposits which do not

meet these criteria have been assigned a moderate level of

ground-shaking hazard. The strong ground-motion hazards

portrayed on the geologic hazards map neglect the effects of

(1) seismic-wave attenuation with increasing distance from

the source; (2) earthquake magnitude, and (3) local

topographic amplification and damping effects.

Liquefaction Hazards

A detailed assessment of the liquefaction potential in

the study area is beyond the scope of this study. In

general, loosely compacted (geologically young), saturated
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sands and silty sands, in conjunction with a water table < 3

meters below the ground surface, are the most susceptible to

liquefaction. In addition, earthquake magnitudes greater

than ML - 6.0 are required to induce liquefaction of

geologically susceptible materials (Youd and Perkins,

1978) . Saturated sands and sandy gravels, which are

moderately susceptible to liquefaction, are the most

liquefiable sediments in the study area, and correspond

roughly to areas with the greatest strong ground-motion

hazard. Areas mapped as having the greatest strong ground-

motion hazard have therefore also been assigned a low to

moderate liquefaction potential.

LANDSLIDE HAZARDS

Hazards posed by landsliding in the study area include

(1) rockslide and rockfall hazards; (2) debris-flow hazards,

and (3) complex rockslidejdebris-flow hazards of Slide

Mountain.

Rockslide and Rockfall Hazards

The most common landslide hazards in the study area are

rockslide and rockfall hazards. Rockslide deposits consist

of blocks of angular volcanic or quartz monzonitic bedrock

material. Rockslide deposits have been mapped below
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sparsely forested, steep and/or highly jointed bedrock

slopes at several locations throughout the quadrangle. A

large rockslide deposit occurs just southeast of Rose Knob

Peak in the central portion of the quadrangle (T17N, R1SE,

sec. 34, sw 1/4)(figure 27). The rockslide has been highly

vegetated and the andesitic blocks have developed weathering

rinds ~ .15 mm (similar to glacial moraines of Tioga age),

and the slide is probably of Late Pleistocene age. A

similar, and even larger slide occurs on the western flank

of Little Valley in the extreme southeastern portion of the

quadrangle.

Rockfall hazards commonly exist on talus slopes and on

colluvially-mantled hillslopes below highly jointed cliff-

faces. Locally, landslide hazards posed by toppling failure

below columnarly jointed volcanic rocks have mapped as

rockfall hazards.

Factors which contribute to rocksliding in the study

area include (1) the roughly parallel orientation of joint

faces to the hillslope face; (2) bedrock slopes in excess of

50·; (3) unvegetated hillslopes, and (4) possible earthquake

activity.

Debris-flow Hazards

Debris-flow deposits are not as prolific as rockslide
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Figure 27. Rockslide deposit and associated U-shaped scar
in the intrusive andesite of Rose Knob Peak
(photo looking west, T17N, R18E, sec. 34, nw
1/4). Vegetated andesite blocks in the
foreground make-up the rockslide deposit.
Weathering rinds developed on the andesitic
stones are S.15mm (similar to Tioga glacial
moraines), indicating the slide is probably of
Latest Pleistocene age.
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and rockfall deposits in the study area. The complex

slides of Slide Mountain are not of strictly debris-flow

origin, and are not included in this discussion.

The debris-flow deposits in the study area consist of

angular, granitic or volcanic blocks in a sandy matrix.

The debris-flow lobes are deposited as a fluid mass near

the base of hills lopes and where streams enter the basins

from mountain sources.

Complex Rockslide/Debris-Flow Deposits of Slide Mountain

The composite landslide located on the southeastern

flank of Slide Mountain, and extending three miles east

onto the floor of Washoe Valley, is one of the largest

landslide deposits on record (Thompson and White,

An estimated 1.25 X 106
1964;

3yds. ofEllen and Clark, 1975).

quartz monzonite has been removed from the oversteepened

side of Slide Mountain, forming an impressive scar (figure

28A) .

The large majority of the Slide Mountain landslide

deposits occur to the east of the study area, in the Washoe

City quadrangle. Tabor and Ellen (1975), mapped nine

separate landslides ranging from Pleistocene to recent in

age. A portion of two landslides have been mapped in the

extreme eastern portion of the Mount Rose quadrangle.
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While the landslide deposits of Slide Mountain have

been described as both rockslides and debris-flows, field

relationships indicate the landslides are more accurately

described as complex rockslide/debris-flow deposits. The

landslides originate as rockslides in unweathered, highly

jointed quartz monzonite near the crest of Slide Mountain

(labeled "A" in figure 28A). As the rockslide progresses

down the flank of Slide Mountain, the granitic blocks mix

with granitic sand (grus) formed from the deep weathering

of the bedrock, transforming itself into a debris-flow

(labeled "B" in figure 28A). Smaller slides will be

deposited near the base of the landslide scar (figure 28B)

while larger slides may continue onto the floor of Washoe

Valley to the east of the study area. Obviously, the area

below the southwestern flank of Slide Mountain is a serious

landslide hazard.

The landslide scar on Slide Mountain roughly parallels

the orientation of joint faces on the southwestern flank of

Slide Mountain (plate 1) and is a contributing factor to

the slope instability. In addition, Slide Mountain lies in

close proximity to several active faults, including the

Genoa Fault just four kilometers to the southeast, and

seismic activity is probably responsible for the initiation

of at least some of landsliding (Tabor et al., 1983).
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Figure 28A.

Figure 28B.

98

The prominent landslide scar of Slide
Mountain (photo looking northwest, T17N, R19E,
sec.32). The landslides are best described as
complex rockslide/debris-flows. The slide
originates in unweathered, highly jointed
quartz monzonite (labeled "A"). As the slide
progresses downslope, the blocks mix with
granitic sand (grus ) and transforms into a
debris-flow (labeled "B").

A small landslide lobe deposited near the base
of the landslide scar. Larger slides may
continue onto the floor of Washoe Valley, 6
kilometers to the east of the study area.
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Slope Instability and Landslide Hazard Mapping Criterion

The main factors which contribute to landsliding in the

study area include (1) the roughly parallel orientation of

joint faces to the hillslope face; (2) bedrock slopes in
•excess of 50 ; (3) unvegetated hillslopes, and (4) seasonal

variations in snow-pack/snow-melt. Although not an

intrinsic factor in the slope stabilty, seismic activity

appears to be a possible triggering mechanism for much of

the landsliding.

Three types of landslide hazards have been mapped: (1)

active landslides, (2) inactive landslides, and (3)

potential landslide hazards. Active landsides consist of

young landslide deposits which are suseptable to inundation

and/or reactivation from unstablized sources. Inactive

landslides consist of stablized landslide deposits with

stablized sources. It is unlikely inactive landslides will

be inundated and/or reactivated in the future. Potential

landslide hazards exist in areas which are underlain by, or

lie directly downgradient from, highly jointed,

unvegetated, bedrock slopes in excess of 50· . These areas

may experience possible future inundation. Potential

landslide hazards are indicated by a crow's foot pattern on

the geologic hazards map (plate II).
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FLOODING HAZARDS

Hazards posed by flooding exist in the floodplains of

(1) Galena Creek in the northweternmost portion of the

study area; (2) Bronco Creek in the northernmost portion of

the study area; (3) Ophir Creek near Tahoe Meadows, and (4)

Third Creek and tributaries in the town of Incline Village.

Stream-gauge data does not exist for any of the

waterways in the study area, and mapping criteria are

therefore based strictly on geologic observation and

historical records.

Historical records of flooding are incomplete, but at

least nine major floods are known to have occurred along

Galena Creek, with the most extensive flooding concentrated

just east of the study

Galena Creek campround,

area (U.S.

1986).

Forest Service flyer,

Flood deposits consisting of sandy cobble-boulder

alluvium are conspicuous along recently inundated

floodplains. The flood deposits where mapped, and

indicated as areas which may undergo future flooding.

SNOW-AVALANCHE HAZARDS

Hazards posed by snow-avalanching are common throughout

the mountainous areas of the quadrangle. Avalanche hazards
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have not been included on the geologic hazards map, but

several hills lopes in the Galena Creek drainage basin, and

near the Mount Rose relay station, are particularly

suceptable to snow-avalanching.

Areas prone to snow-avalanching are characterized by

(1) tree-fall or tree-tilt in a downgradient direction from

avalanche sources, and (2) low-sinuosity avalanche chutes

which channelize flow (figure 29).
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APPENDIX A
PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS
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Sample # Petrographic Description
1 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An50)Alkali Feldspar

Quartz
Hornblende
Biotite
Magnitite
Augite

54%
20%
15%
5%
3%
2%
1%

General Texture: Phaneritic, medium-grained,
hypidiomorphic to idiomorphic-granular. Hornblende,
oS 12mm, locally fills rare pyroxene psuedomorphs.

Classification: Biotite-hornblende quartz monzonite

Location: Second Creek and Tyner St., T36N, R18E,
sec. 16.

2 Mineralogy: Alkali Feldspar
Plagioclase (An28)Quartz
Biotite
Hornblende
Chlorite
Sphene
Magnitite

46%
35%
8%
4%
3%
2%
1%
1%

General Textures: Phaneritic, medium to coarse-grained,
hypidiomorphic-granular, with subhedral grains of biotite,
3mm, and anhedral hornblende, S 3mm. Hornblende and biotite
commonly altered to chlorite.

Classification: Hornblende-biotite quartz monzonite.

Location: T16N, R18E, sec. 9, nw 1/4, sw 1/4.

3 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An55)Magnitite
Hypersthene
Augite
Quartz
Alkali Feldspar
Olivine

68%
15%
6%
5%
3%
2%
1%

General Textures: Densely porphyritic-aphanitic,
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hypocrystalline, intersertial, with subhedral to euhedral
plagioclase phenocrysts, S 3mm, subhedral augite and
hypersthene, S; 3mm, and rare anhedral olivine, S .5mm, in a
groundmass of glass (75%) and subordinate plagioclase,
quartz, and alkali feldspar microlites (25%).

Classification: Augite-hypersthene andesite.

Location: T16N, R18E, sec. 8, se 1/4, se 1/4.

4 Mineralogy: Alkali Feldspar
Plagioclase (An12)Quartz
Hornblende
Biotite
Sphene
Magnitite
Chlorite
Epidote

35%
25%
22%
8%
6%
2%
1%
<1%
<1%

General Textures: Phaneritic, medium to coarse grained,
hypidiomorphic-granular, with subhedral biotite and
hornblende, S; 4mm. Biotite commonly partially altered to
chlorite.

Classification: Biotite-hornblende granite.

Location: T16N, R18E, sec. 8, se 1/4, nw 1/4, along First
Creek.

5 Mineralogy: Plag~o:lase (An52)Magn~t~te
Augite
Alkali Feldspar
Quartz
Biotite

74%
10%
8%
4%
2%
1%

General Textures: Densely porphyritic-aphanitic,
hypocrystalline, intergranular, with subhedral phenocrysts
of glomeroporphyritic plagioclase, S l2mm, augite, S.lmm,
and alkali feldspar, < lmm, in a felty groundmass of glass
(25%) and plagioclase, magnitite, and augite microlites
(75%). Rare biotite phenocrysts are partially to totally
replaced by fine-grained magnitite.
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Classification: Pyroxene andesite.

Location: T16N, R18E, sec. 18, nw 1/4, se 1/4.

6 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An46)Magnitite
Augite
Hypersthene
Alkali Feldspar
Quartz

78%
10%
6%
4%
1%
1%

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, hypocrystalline,
intersertial, with subhedral-euhedral plagioclase
phenocrysts, ~ 2mm, and pyroxene, < lmm, in a felty
groundmass of plagioclase and glass. Fe-Ti oxides commonly
occur as inclusions in pyroxene.

Classification: Hypersthene-augite andesite

Location: T16N, R18E, sec. 18, nw 1/4.

7 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An60)Hypersthene
Augite
Magnitite
Alkali Feldspar

73%
8%
8%
8%
3%

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, hypocrystalline,
intergranular, microvesicular, with subhedral phenocrysts of
plagioclase and augite, S 2mm, and microphenocrysts of
subhedral hypersthene, magnitite, and alkali feldspar,
<0.5mm, in a groundmass of glass (25%) and plagioclase
microlites (75%). Pyroxenes commonly partially to totally
replaced by fine-grained magnitite.

Classification: Augite-hypersthene andesite clast included
in tuff-breccia.

Location: T16N, R18E, sec. 5, ne 1/4, se 1/4.

8 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An60)Magnitite
Augite
Zeolites

74%
13%
12%
1%
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General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, holocrystalline,
intergranular, with subhedral-euhedral plagioclase
phenocrysts, oS, lmm, and rare anhedral augite, ~ Lmm , in a
felty groundmasss of plagioclase, magnitite, and augite
microlites.
Classification: Augite basaltic andesite.

Location: T16N, R1SE, sec. 6, SE of Mount Baldy.

9 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An5S)Olivine
I1emenite
Augite
Alkali Feldspar
Zeolites

79%
10%
5%
3%
2%
1%

General Texutures: Microporphyritic-aphanitic,
ho1ocrystalline, intergranu1ar, vesicular, with subhedra1 to
euhedra1 microphenocrysts of olivine and plagioclase,
SO.5mm, anhedral augite, S 0.3mm, and sparse ilemenite,
~ 1mm, in a strongly fe1ty groundmass of plagioclase
microlites. Zeolites and augite commonly rim vesicles.

Classification: Olivine basalt.

Location: T16N, R1SE, sec. 2, ne 1/4, ne 1/4.

10 Mineralogy: Lithic fragments
P1a~ioc1ase (An4S)Aug~te
Oxyhornb1ende
Quartz
Hematite
Magnitite

50%
32%
5%
2%
2%
2%
1%

General Textures: Pyroclastic rock contains abundant angular
volcanic lithic fragments and phenocrysts of augite and
plagioclase :S 1mm, in a groundmass of glass (75%) and
plagioclase micro1ites (25%). Augite displays common
lamellar twinning. Oxyhornblende commonly rimmed by Ti-Fe
Oxides.

Classification: Andesite tuff-breccia.
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Location: 1 kilometer SlOE of Incline Lake, T16N, R18E, sec.
2, ne 1/4, ne 1/4.

11 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An50)Oxyhornblende
Alkali Feldspar
Quartz
Orthopyroxene
Magnitite

55%
20%
15%
5%
3%
2%

General Texture: Porphyritic-aphanitic, holocrystalline,
intergranular, microvesicular with subhedral to euhedral
phenocrysts of plagiclase and alkali feldspar and anhedral
oxyhornblende S; 4mm. Oxyhornblende rimmed by Ti-Fe oxides.

Location: On top of unnamed peak, NNE of Mud Lake, T37N,
R18E, sec. 34.

Classification: Intrusive oxyhornblende andesite.

12 Mineralogy: Alkali Feldspar
Plagioclase (An38)Quartz
Biotite
Hornblende
Magnitite
Muscovite
Chlorite
Tourmaline

47%
25%
18%
5%
3%
1%
1%
1%
<1%

General Textures: Phaneritic, medium-grained, hypidiomorphic-
allotrimorphic-granular, with subhedral grains of biotite, ~
4mm, and anhedral hornblende, S 2mm.
Biotite is commonly altered to chlorite.
commonly contains inclusions of biotite.
commonly contains inclusions of biotite.
as inclusions in all major phases except

Plagioclase
Hornblende
Fe-Ii oxides

plagioclase.
occur

Classification: Hornblende-biotite Quartz monzonite.

Location: T17N, R19E, sec. 31, SSW of Slide Mountain.

13 Mineralogy: Clinozoisite/Epidote 85%
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Fe-Chlorite
Zeolites

14%
1%

General Texture: Equigranular, anhedral to subhedral
fine-grained clinozoisite/epidote, chlorite, and
zeolites. Mineralogy is result of hydrothermal
alteration of granitic host rock; chlorite after
hornblende psuedomorphs. See text for discussion on
jointing induced by hydrothermal alteration.

Classification: Epidote-chlorite-zeolite aplite.

Location:
T37N,R19E,

South of Ophir Creek SSW of Slide Mountain,
sec 31.

14 Mineralogy: Quartz
Biotite
Tremolite
Chlorite
Calcite

58%
20%
18%
2%
2%

General Textures: Fine-graned, with lepidoblastic biotite
imparting strong schistosity to rock. Porphyroblasts of
acicular and radiating tremolite, S 2mm, are set in a
granoblastic-polygonal groundmass of quartz. Biotite grains
are deflected around pre-tectonic (?) tremolite
porphyroblasts. Chlorite occurs as interpenetrating needles
in tremolite grains. Calcite occurs as xenomorphic grains
near tremolite porphyroblasts. Probable protolith of
calcarious greywacke.

Classification: Calc-silicate schist.

Location: R17N, R19E, sec.30, .Skm west of Slide Mountain.

15 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (AnSO)Augite
Magnitite
Quartz
Biotite
Enstatite
Alkali Feldspar

85%
4%
4%
3%
1%
1%
1%

General Textures: Densely porphyritic-aphanitic,
holocrystalline, intergranular, with phenocrysts of
subhedral to euhedral plagioclase ~ Smm, in a groundmass of
plagioclase and quartz microlites. Augite commonly
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rimmed by Ti-Fe oxides. Zoned plagioclase common. Sparse
biotite phenocrysts, < lmm, commonly replaced by Ti-Fe
oxides. Rare enstatite commonly displays exsolved augite
lamallae.

Classification: Intrusive andesite

Location: 1/3 kilometer south of Mount Rose relay station.

17 Mineralogy: Quartz
Cordierite
Magnitite
Alkali Feldspar
Plagioclase
Biotite
Muscovite

44%
20%
lS%
3%
3%
2%
1%

General Textures: Fine-grained, xenomorphic, with relict,
blastoporphyritic magnitite, plagioclase, alkali feldspar,
muscovite and biotite, ~ Imm, in a granoblastic matrix of
quartz and cordierite. Rock includes rare green muscovite
(high Fe content). Probable protolith of greywacke.

Classification: Metagreywacke or Cordierite hornfels.

Location: T17N, R19E, sec. 18, east of Mount Rose.

18 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (AnSO)Hornblende
Alkali Feldspar
Augite
Quartz
Biotite
Epidote/Chlorite/
Magnitite

76%
7%
S%
4%
4%
3%

1%

General Textures: Phaneritic, fine-grained, hypidiomorphic-
granular. Intrusive rock has xenoliths of granitic plutonic
rock on macroscopic scale. Locally, contact metamorphism of
granitic rock has occured, commonly with thin «1m) zone of
granoblastic metagranite and/or hornfels.

Classification: Intrusive hornblende diorite
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Location: T17N, R19E, sec. 5: 1500 ft. north of southern
section line.

19 Mineralogy' Plagioclase (An52)Magnitite
Hypersthene
Augite
Alkali Feldspar

67%
15%
12%
4%
2%

General Textures: Densely porphyritic-aphanitic,
hypocrysta11ine, intergranu1ar, with phenocrysts of
subhedra1 to euhedra1 plagioclase, ~ 2mm, and hypersthene,
1mm, and microphenocrysts of anhedral augite, ~ 0.5mm, and
subhedra1 magnitite, ~ 0.5mm, in a groundmass of glass (25%)
and plagioclase micro1ites (75%). Fine-grained magnitite
completely replaces biotite psuedomorphs.

Classification: Augite-hypersthene andesite.

Location: T17N, R18E, sec. 24, ne 1/4, se 1/4.

20 Mineralogy: P1agioc1ase(An70)Oxyhornb1ende
Hypersthene
Magnitite
Quartz

65%
25%
5%
3%
2%

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, hypocrysta11ine,
intergranu1ar, microvesicu1ar, with anhedral to subhedra1
phenocrysts of oxyhornb1ende ~ 4mm, subhedra1 hypersthene
1mm, and glomeroporphyritic plagioclase, ~ 10mm, in a
pi10taxitic groundmass of plagioclase, quartz, and glass.
Oxyhornb1ende commonly rimmed by Ti-Fe oxides.

Classification: Oxyhornb1ende andesite.

Location: T17N, R18E, sec. 23, along the Mount Rose Trail.

21 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An52)Hypersthene
Augite
Quartz
Magnitite

71%
15%
10%
2%
2%
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General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, holocrystalline,
intergranular, with phenocrysts of subhedral plagioclase and
augi te ::3mm, and euhedral hypersthene .i 2mm, in a
groundmass of plagioclase and quartz microlites. Ti-Fe
oxides occur commonly as euhedral inclusions in hypersthene
and augite.

Classification: Augite-hypersthene andesite.

Location: On top of Rose Knob Peak, T17N, RlBE, sec. 33.

22 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An52)Augite
Biotite
Magnitite
Zircon

5B%
25%
10%
7%
<1 %

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, holocrystalline,
intergranular, with anhedral-subhedral phenocrysts of
augite, .s. 2mm, in a groundmass of plagioclase microlites.

Classification: Pyroxene basaltic andesite.

Location: T17N, RlBE, sec.2B, s 1/2.

25 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An52)Olivine (Fa> Fo)
Magnitite
Alkali Feldspar
Iddingsite
Mg-Chlorite
Serpentine
Augite

63%
25%
4%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, holocrystalline,
intergranular, with anhedral phenocrysts of olivine, ~ 2mm,
set in a plagioclase microlite matrix. Alteration of
olivine to iddingsite, serpentine, and chlorite common.

Classification: Intrusive olivine basalt.

Location: T17N, RlBE, sec. 31, along the California-Nevada
border.
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26 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An48)Magnitite
Quartz
Alkali Feldspar
Augite

76%
15%
4%
3%
3%

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, hypocrystalline,
intersertal, microvesicular, with subhedral phenocrysts of
plagioclase, oS. 3mm, and anhedral altered augi te, .s. 3mm, in a
felty groundmass of plagioclase, quartz, alkali feldspar,
and glass. Plagioclase is commonly skeletal and
glomeroporphyritic. Augite is commonly completely altered
to Fe-Ti oxides.

Classification: Andesite.

Location: T17N, R18E, sec. 18, sw 1/4.

27 Mineralogy: Plagioclase (An50)Augite
Biotite
Magnitite
Zircon

68%
25%
2%
2%
<1%

General Textures: Porphyritic-aphanitic, holocrystalline,
microvesicular, intergranular, with phenocrysts of
plagioclase .i 4mm, and augite Lmm , in a groundmass of
plagioclase microlites. Biotite largely altered to Ti-Fe
oxides.

Classification: Pyroxene andesite.

Location: T17N, R18E, sec. 5, nw 1/4, sw 1/4.

28 Mineralogy: Alkali Feldspar
Quartz
Biotite
Plagioclase (An28)Magnitite
Muscovite

30%
30%
20%
18%
2%
<1%

General Textures: Fine-grained, granoblastic-polygonal, with
relict blastoporphyritic alkali feldspar, quartz, and
plagioclase ~ 4mm. Fine-grained biotite occurs as randomly
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oriented flakes along quartz grain boundaries.
protolith of dacite.

Classification: Metadacite or biotite hornfels.

Location: T17N, R19E, sec. 18, east of Mount Rose.

Probable
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